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Staff of the WRMC 
  
• Friedrich Richter (student, data curator)  
• Amelie Bücker (PostDoc, data curator) 
• Holger Schmithüsen(PhD student, BSRN-Toolbox, QC) 
• Wolfgang Cohrs (technical coordinator) 
• Rainer Sieger (PANGAEA administrator)  
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Present State of the WRMC: 
 
58 (54) stations provided data 
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Present State of the WRMC: 
 
Datasets 
The typical average interval for radiation data is 1 minute:         Stations 
        2014 (2012) 
1. LR 0100: (Global, Diffuse, Direct, Long-wave down)  58  (54) 
2. LR 0300: (Reflex, Long-wave up)   14    (9) 
3. LR 0500: (UV)      14  (12) 
4. LR 1000: (Synops)                                13  (12) 
5. LR 1100: (Upper air soundings)     29 (29) 
6. LR 1200: (Total ozone)      9     (9) 
7. LR 1300: (Aerosol optical depths) (under construction)          (14)  
8. LR 1300: (Ceilometer data)     3      (3) 
9.  LR 30x0: (Radiation measurements from tower)  13   (13) 
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König-Langlo, G. , Sieger, R. , Schmithüsen, H. , 
Bücker, A. , Richter, F. and Dutton E.G. 2013:  
 
The Baseline Surface Radiation Network and its World 
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Minor changes in the station-to-archive files: 
 • LR1300 (AOD) was excluded (nobody used it before) 
• LR4000 (Pyrgeometer temperatures at ground level) can be included 
• LR4nnn (Pyrgeometer temperatures at nnn meters) can be included 
• No conflicts with the former formats!!! 








 Communication between the BSRN/WRMC administration and all BSRN 




  Communication between the BSRN/WRMC administration and all BSRN 
user. To avoid spam and too much mails the use of this list is restricted 
to the BSRN/WRMC administration. 
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Present State of the WRMC: 
 
7825 (6719) station-months available 
………. 
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BSRN in Web of Science 
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Some Web Statistics: Actions per Month 
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Some Web Statistics: Visiters per Country and Month 
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Some Web Statistics: Visiters per Continent and Month 
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FTP Statistics: ftp.bsrn.awi.de 
 
 




BSRN/WRMC consists only of a small number of selected research stations 
which provides surface radiation fluxes of the best possible quality currently 
available. 
Responsibility: 
The BSRN station scientist (not the WRMC!!!) is responsible for the data 
quality of their station(s).  
Help from the WRMC: 
• Providing tools to station scientists to detect errors prior to data submission 
• Handling errors detected from BSRN customers 
• Doing incoming checks (since beginning of 2012) 
• Refuse/delay to import data containing obvious errors 
• Corresponding with station scientists about violated quality limits 
• Providing tools to BSRN customers to perform quality control 
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Example: Solar tracker not working 
 
• WRMC recommend visualization e.g. using PanPlot 
• Replace wrong data with missing values 
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PanPlot2 now 
 also working 
 on Macs 
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Recommendations for station scientists 
 1. Visualize your station-to-archive file prior to submission. 
 
2. Test the recommended quality limits prior to submission. 
 
3. Do not submit your data before you are convinced to have 
reached an optimal quality. (Data submission should be regarded 
as something like a paper submission.) 
 
4. Submitting new versions of the same measurements is possible, 
but should be regarded as an exception. 
 
5. Announce  that you have submitted new files in case you are not 
the station scientist. 
 
6. Take possible comments from the WRMC as help to improve your 
data, not as criticism. 
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Recommendations for data users 
 1. WRMC highly recommends that all users do their own quality 
checks of the data after extracting BSRN-data!!! 
 
2. Since beginning of 2012 the WRMC offers a BSRN-Toolbox which 
can be used to perform quality checks. 
 
3. Any user who finds questionable data in the archive should inform 
me so I can contact the station scientists to solve the problem. 
 
4. Please inform me about any publication based on BSRN-data so I 
can update the list: http://www.bsrn.awi.de/en/other/publications/. 
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SWD versus SumSW from Neumayer 1994 (Shadow Band) 
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SWD versus SumSW from Neumayer 1994 (Solar Tracker) 
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The overall Data quality is increasing!!! 
http://bsrn.awi.de/products/quality-code/comparisons/neumayer-station-gvn.html 
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 Neumayer Antarctic Station 
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- CNR4 (Kipp&Zonen) 
4 independent variables: 
 
- Shortwave Down (SWD) 
- Shortwave Up (SWU) 
- Longwave Down (LWD) 
- Longwave Up (LWU) 
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Neumayer 
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Does increasing CO2 cool Antarctica? 
H. Schmidthüsen 
Thanks for your attention… 
